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Abstract

This look at goals to describe the approach for enforcing online learning at some point of the Covid-19 pandemic at the Karya Bunda basic college, Deli Serdang Regency, and its dating with bad families. This research uses a descriptive qualitative method. The sampling approach used purposive sampling. The informants in this are teachers and students of Karya Bunda basic faculty, Deli Serdang Regency. data collection strategies used to consist of interviews, observation, and documentation. data evaluation the use of information reduction strategies, facts presented and concluding. The effects of this take a look at implying that the learning implementation method at some point of the Covid-19 pandemic includes 1) Being done through the door to door or the teacher traveling every scholar's residence. 2) college students come at once to the school to take questions, 3) Students pass to school with alternating schedules at some point of a deadly disease.
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Introduction

The Corona Virus disease outbreak in 2019 (Covid-19) isn't always the most effective felt in the fitness region, but also penetrates all elements of life, consisting of the world of
schooling. Diseases that arise because of this virus can assault human beings, one of which infects the breathing tract (Chakraborty, 2021). The arena Welfare association (WHO) has declared a widespread welfare crisis related to the Coronavirus (Wankhade, 2021). Even, WHO has declared it a public fitness emergency this is troubling the arena (Ahidin, 2020; Ministry of fitness, 2020). To combat Covid-19, the government has advised the public to carry out social distancing. Inside the round of the Ministry of education and culture, the government of the Republic of Indonesia has entreated educational institutions not to put in force face-to-face learning but learning to be done online (Ministry of education and culture RI, 2020).

Mastery of online media is a special direction of face-to-face learning. Online learning focuses more on the accuracy and precision of students in receiving and processing learning facts in society. Zumrutdal (2021) writes that online learning is something to be developed in education. In addition, according to Nugraha et al (2020), online learning also has advantages other than minimizing time and effort. Therefore, the material must be designed with a focus on joint learning activities about assignments, characters, learning methods, and evaluation of learning outcomes (Ingtiyas et al., 2021). There are several benefits of online learning, especially those that can be achieved anytime and anywhere in learning locations, for example, mastery can be done in the room, living room, and so on. In addition, online learning can also be reached even though the distance is far.

Online studying also has shortcomings, amongst others, the boundaries of mother and father in facing online getting to know, there are many lawsuits about the issues confronted at the same time as students are studying at home, namely the teacher gives many responsibilities, the teacher additionally lacks mastery of e-studying, and the useless studying at home for kids often out of control among studying or gambling video games. The toughest machine of phenomena above is for kids from bad households because of the constraints of their parents in supervising and providing the needs of laptops, smartphones, and internet networks for their children. Unicef Indonesia infant protection expert, Astrid Gonzaga Dionisio, in a face to face press conference in Jakarta, Thursday (2/1/2020), stated that the distance gaining knowledge of the system from home can not be done optimally through all youngsters. The advantage of online studying is to create a brand new getting to know the atmosphere, college students are delivered into a new learning environment where gaining knowledge is generally executed inside the study room (Natalia et al., 2021; Agustino 2020; Halijah, 2020). This new learning environment that is typically done within the study room but is finished outside the classroom can foster students’ enthusiasm in mastering. On the other hand, there is also a restricted net quota or net or wifi package deal which acts as a middleman in online getting to know as well as numerous different disturbances along with the economic situation of parents who are not able to prepare the mastering centers.
The benchmark for the fulfillment of a lesson depends on the fulfillment of the dream of students' learning abilities which include cognitive, affective, psychomotor abilities, and the realization of their respective value software in thinking and acting. Ensuring that each student has mastery of competence in the coaching material and then following the next material is a reason to recognize completeness. This learning mastery refers to the skills that are completed and supported by signs to measure the level of success. Closure of faculty had an effect, not most effectively on students, teachers, and households but far-reaching economic stability and social effects (Lindzon, 2020). Responding to school closures due to Covid-19, the government offers a solution so that teaching and learning activities continue as they should. The opportunity step is to practice distance learning applications using media and online learning programs that can be used by teachers and students. Such programs can help teachers reach students remotely and reduce educational barriers.

The loss of generation access or rapid net gets entry is felt through students from underprivileged families. The loss of access to technology or good internet connectivity is an obstacle to continuing learning, especially for students from underprivileged families. The application of distance learning packages for students who do not have internet access rights makes it difficult for them to participate in distance learning. The outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic can be the first step in an event to be able to bring about significant adjustments in human life in the form of changes in the form of education at several points of this pandemic. How teachers apply the mastering hobby approach during the Covid-19 pandemic is an opportunity to unite themselves as an alternative in an extra flexible version of learning in a destiny that may be more difficult. Based on the problems that have been formulated previously, researchers are interested in describing the implementation of deepening knowledge at several points of the COVID-19 pandemic at Karya Bunda Elementary School.

**Research Method**

This look uses a qualitative technique (library studies) and literature. Data collection strategies are done through the use of documentation strategies, through reading from diverse resources in which there are written sources associated with the subject matters and subjects to be discussed (Creswell et al, 2004). The subjects in the look at were teachers and students at Karya Bunda basic faculty, Percut District, Deli Serdang Regency as key informants in this look. Library information is a secondary source or researchers get 2d-hand facts, now not original facts without delay from field studies, and eventually, literature data isn't limited to area and time (Zed, 2004).

The qualitative technique turned into used in this look at to describe the implementation of gaining knowledge of at some point of the Covid-19 pandemic at Karya Bunda primary
faculty. There are two sources of facts in this look at, namely number one data sources and secondary data sources. Primary statistics resources in the look at were received without delay from informants thru interviews and observations concerning the implementation of getting to know during the Covid-19 pandemic. In the meantime, secondary records resources had been acquired through documentation, researchers' notes at the same time as on the area, and literature that supported the implementation of getting to know in the course of the Covid-19 pandemic.

Evaluation of research statistics turned into done the use of the Milles & Huberman version (Ilyas, 2016) which includes 3 tiers, specifically records discount, facts presentation, and drawing conclusions. Evaluation of research records at the records reduction stage classifies facts that have been received via interviews, statements, and documentation. The information collection level is processing the records through sorting out the records wanted in the look at. The realization level is the level of interpreting studies records that can then be drawn conclusions primarily based on the phenomena received.

Results and Discussion

Thru the circular of the Directorate of higher education No.1 of 2020, explaining the prevention of the unfold of Corona Virus disease (Covid-19) instructs schools to arrange distance learning and advises college students to examine from home, as an attempt to prevent the spread of Covid-19, as an attempt to save you capacity the spread of the virus.

As a lot as feasible, faculties reduce learning and assignments that require physical touch among students and teachers (Jamaluddin et. Al, 2020). The usage of the virtual era is an answer presented wherein it may connect students and teachers to hold speaking and perform studying activities and assignments even though they may be in specific locations Moore et. Al (2011) advises that online studying is a distance learning method with the help of internet media get entry which includes connectivity, accessibility, flexibility, and allows for diverse interactions in the getting to know manner. Furthermore, Zhang et al (in Jamaluddin et. Al, 2020) found out that the internet network and the usage of digital technology can trade the manner of supplying fabric and conveying knowledge in addition to being one of the other answers in conventional studying.

Online learning, in reality, requires assistance from virtual devices consisting of laptops, smartphones, computer systems, and numerous different styles of devices that function to get admission to records universally and globally (Gikas & grant, 2013). The use of virtual devices has a vital position in helping the online studying method and is an opportunity for the successful implementation of online learning (Korucu & Alkan, 2011). Then there are numerous online media that can assist the studying method, as an instance, virtual lessons,
masses of virtual magnificence programs are currently to be had and can be options such as Edmodo, Google study room, zoom and online studying systems that have been provided through the campus (Enriquez, 2014), on-line can also be accessed via immediately messaging programs including WhatsApp, Line, and others through developing virtual magnificence groups. Now there also are some teachers who are innovating through using the centers to be had on social media systems which might be typically used as mastering media. (Kumar & Nanda, 2018). The results of studies at Karya Bunda primary school, Percut Seituan District, Deli Serdang Regency associated with the implementation of studying at some point of the Covid-19 pandemic as now, consist of:

1. College Characteristics

Karya Bunda college turned into based in 1989, located at Jln. Vetpur Utama No. 77 Medan estate, Medan property village, Percut Sei Tuan district, Deli Serdang district. Karya Bunda school is a private school this is an excellent call for through kids to wait for the school. Every 12 months the admission of new students has usually improved so that from year to yr this faculty has a large trade procedure. So that it contributes quite powerful in improving the best of schooling in this college. The location of this college is in a strategic rural area.

The pandemic that took place pressured all additives of education to race to perform distance learning the use of the net. This is so that education can hold to run even at some point of a deadly disease, teaching and gaining knowledge of activities that need to be finished at college are now being finished at domestic. Karya Bunda elementary school has a complete of 17 instructors inclusive of 10 women, 5 boys, 1 college primary, 1 administrative body of workers, and 1 different instructional body of workers. Karya Bunda simple school students totaling 248 students including 10 training have characteristics and monetary backgrounds ruled with the aid of underprivileged households.

Lack of getting right of entry to an era or net connectivity is the main impediment for students to maintain studying, mainly for college students from underprivileged households.
households. The manner to lessen the risk of the spread of the Covid-19 virus, particularly using enforcing distance gaining knowledge of applications for college students who do now not have internet get right of entry to, this is a trouble for students and instructors to participate in distance gaining of knowledge.

Students now have to start learning from home, accompanied by using parents who also are stricken by Covid-19, because many parents were sent home or had been laid off from work. Loss of technological literacy makes it hard for teachers, students, mothers, and fathers to do distance learning sports. Except, the extra fee of the net, a bad sign, also adds to the lack of distance learning. Except that, some other impediment is that studying from home commercials to the paintings of dad and mom, mainly moms, due to the fact parents also help college students in doing assignments given through the instructor. Except, the effect of online gaining knowledge additionally has psychosomatic effects, which is shown by using the behavior of children who tend to be fussier due to the fact they're bored while learning from home. Under is the number of simple faculty students by using the mom.

Table 1 Number of Karya Bunda Elementary School Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Number of students</th>
<th>Study group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class I</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class II</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class III</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class IV</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class V</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class VI</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The application of distance mastering to make sure schooling keeps and inhibits the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic does not suggest that it does no longer faces challenges and obstacles. In addition to tremendous blessings consisting of accelerating the combination of era, records, and conversation in getting to know activities, there also are numerous barriers faced, including constraints from instructors and students, who aren't used to the use of online getting to know structures, therefore additional aid and assistance are needed to adapt to the model-new gaining of knowledge.

Apart from that, the impediment is that parents have limited or inadequate capabilities in offering online learning centers for children and the capacity of parents to guide their kids in the use of technological gadgets. Financial productiveness decreases because parents have to take care of their children while running. When families are limited to in which they live through Covid-19, dad and mom may be very stressed approximately their financial destiny, so reading at home isn't always clean, particularly for children with low motivation.
On line learning calls for a web connection which therefore has increased the costs of mother and father, which thus far has been difficult to add to the reality that buying internet quotas and technological gadgets that assist mastering which includes clever phones or laptops are a burden for underprivileged families.

Underneath is an example of the financial condition of the parents of Karya Bunda simple faculty college students whose maximum average (35.89%) is in an underprivileged situation so it's far hard to fulfill their daily wishes. And nobody is in a position of a rich family.

Figure 2 Distribution of own family situations in Karya Bunda basic faculty

2. Mastering is Done through Door to Door or the Teacher Visits the Students House to Carry Out the Learning Method

Face to face mastering sports at Karya Bunda basic faculty are allowed to be done but the implementation is done in a way wherein one elegance is divided into 3 corporations. The learning is accomplished door to door, in which an instructor visits the house which is used as an examination organization. This door-to-door method is taken into consideration more powerful than studying strategies that may be implemented to elementary college kids. One in every one of them is that children do not need a web network one of the advantages of this door to door learning is that there may be direct interplay among the trainer and the kid so that the shipping of learning fabric may be done without problems and college students understand.
This door to door mastering technique is a way wherein the trainer visits the scholar's residence to deliver gaining knowledge of (Yusuf in Asfuri, 2020). Furthermore, Vera (Asfuri, 2020) states that door to door learning is similar to conveying a lesson out of doors in the schoolroom, so that teaching and mastering activities or activities take area outside the lecture room or at students' homes. Door to door studying is generally a getting to know hobby that has been prepared and innovated through educators, that is a collaboration among learning sports in the classroom and learning out of doors the schoolroom to utilize the surrounding environment so that meaningful and enjoyable learning is created and students are energetic in learning.

Door to door learning, the surroundings is very influential on student learning results of a topic count, because learning is a correlation between people and the surroundings. Slameto (Asfuri, 2020) that learning is an effort made by people consciously to produce a whole new character change, as a result of their experiments in interacting with their environment. Hamrlik's explanation (Asfuri, 2020) is that the environment which is used as the basis of teaching is a temporary aspect that affects individual behavior and can be used as a learning factor. The environment around the house is a source of learning for students. This environment includes: the community environment around the house, the physical environment around the house, items that are not used, used goods and when processed can be used as learning resources or teaching aids in learning, as well as natural events and events that occur in the community. Riskomar (Asfuri, 2020) argues that, in door to door learning, the process of delivering subject matter by utilizing natural environment media is the right space, especially to be able to carry out the learning process based on experimentation or experiential learning. The combination of aspects of the natural environment and various games can provide the possibility for students to change their character and daily habits through a meaningful and fun learning process.

Things that can be taken into consideration in choosing the right door-to-door learning media, namely by using the word ACTION (Access, Cost, Technology, Interactivity, Organization, Novelty).

1. Access, meaning that learning resources can be reached easily.
2. Cost, means that learning resources can save costs.
3. Technology, meaning that in determining the media used, it is necessary to consider the available technology.
4. Interactivity, meaning that media that is said to be good is media that can foster reciprocal interactions between students and teachers or vice versa.
5. Organization, meaning that in selecting the media used, consideration and support from the organization are needed.
6. Novelty means that learning resources involve the consideration of new aspects of the selected learning source (Astuti in Asfuri, 2020). The explanation above explains that, the terms used in door to door learning, namely as learning activities carried out outside the classroom where the teacher visits each student's house to carry out the learning process.

The door to door learning method does not have to be done at home alone, but can also be implemented in the environment around the house, such as in the garden of the house and so on. Although this method is not commonly applied in schools, at least students can reap the material taught face to face so that it can make it easier for students to absorb the material being taught.

At some point in the interview, this door to door learning turned into also done by Karya Bunda basic college, stated by way of the instructor whilst being interviewed. "Implementation of learning that I used when the primary time social distancing was carried out, namely door to door or visits to every student's residence to carry out a face to face mastering method so that there's the direct interplay among students and instructors. (Interview with class VI teachers at Karya Bunda basic school, but this is felt to be less than the gold standard, due to the fact the instructor feels very inconvenient to be present on the student's residence, and vice versa, the parents also strongly item to being visited by using the instructor, because they ought to depart the house to make a residing for the circle of relatives).

3. Learning is Done through Students Coming Without Delay to School to Take Questions

After evaluating the results of the do-to-bam learning, the results were not optimal for teachers and parents who visited their homes, then Karya Bunda Elementary School implemented teaching using students coming directly to the school to take practice questions to do at home. For the high class, the students took the questions themselves by complying with the health protocol, while for the low class they took the questions from their parents.

Table 2 Schedule for taking questions to school

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Saturday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class 3</td>
<td>Class 6</td>
<td>Class 5</td>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>Class 4</td>
<td>Class 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Studying Is Accomplished Face-To-Face at Faculty with Alternating Schedules throughout a Plague
Traditional or off-community learning is explained in line with the KBBI that the period out of doors the network is disconnected from the laptop community. For example, getting to know thru student handbooks or in character meetings. Aside from that, from the reviews of Malyana (2020) and Setiawan et al., (2019), there are sorts of offline sports, specifically looking TVRI as studying, college students collect their paintings in the form of documents because doors sports do not use net and laptop networks, but other media. Kartini & Rusman (2019) and Fajarwati & Winarno (2021) explain that an off-community learning device is a learning device that calls for face-to-face mastering.

The Ministry of training and culture (2020) states that the tips for enforcing learning in the new instructional yr and educational year in the course of the Covid-19 pandemic have to adhere to fitness protocols. The following are tips for enforcing learning in line with the Ministry of training and way of life:

a. Obligatory use of masks; every school that has carried out a face-to-face studying manner in colleges is needed to comply with existing fitness protocols, for instance providing hand sanitizers and disinfectants.

b. Take a look at temperature; the second college health protocol is a temperature check. Other than being obliged to apply masks, students and the coaching body of workers are also required to check the temperature before coming into the faculty surroundings using a thermal gun tool. Teachers and students also are required to be in true health.

c. Teaching and gaining knowledge of sports Time (KBM) at some stage in the remark at Karya Bunda elementary school.

d. The foremost of Karya Bunda standard school implements a face-to-face gaining knowledge of device in turn and limits mastering hours in which the duration of coaching and learning activities best lasts 2 hours.

e. Activities out of doors the KBM; at some point of the transitional duration like now, there are not any sports other than coaching and getting to know sports. As an instance, dad and mom are expecting students at faculty, taking breaks out of doors of class, discern-student meetings, introducing the faculty environment, and so on. New regular is authorized while preserving health protocol.

f. The results of observations in class VI of Karya Bunda basic college show that learning is accomplished with the aid of paying attention to fitness protocols including the usage of mask and earlier than coming into the schoolroom college students wash their hands using soap that has been furnished in each elegance with walking water.

Loss of having proper of entry to generation or get right of access to a fast and dependable internet can be a barrier for university youngsters in rural areas and from disadvantaged
families. Lack of getting admission to an era or real net connectivity impedes getting to know, especially for students from underprivileged households. Solutions from the implementation of learning from home regulations. The government endorse colleges to prepare distance reading the use of online media so that instructors can supply reading with out being confined by the use of the region. As a step to interrupt the chain of spreading the covid 19 virus, hundreds of libraries have been temporarily closed. It turns into trouble in itself while students do not have net get entry to from domestic so they can't get entry to facts.

Prioritize solutions to address psychosocial demanding situations earlier than coaching: mobilize to be had tools to attach colleges, mother and father, instructors and students with every different. Create a community to ensure students can interact, permit for social caring movement, and cope with possible psychosocial demanding situations that scholars can face while they may be isolated. Plan a distance gaining knowledge of program observe timetable, organize discussions with stakeholders to have a look at the possible duration of school closings, and determine whether distance gaining knowledge of programs must recognition on coaching new understanding or increasing students' understanding of preceding lessons.

Plan a timetable depending on the area's impacted situation, level of observation, pupil wishes, and parental availability. Keep away from mastering methodologies that require face-to-face communication offer resources to teachers and parents on the use of digital equipment via arranging quick schooling or orientation sessions for instructors. If monitoring and facilitation are needed, help instructors to install fundamental arrangements collectively with answers for net records usage if they may be asked to offer live streaming of lessons.

Avoid burdening university college students through the way of asking them to download and try too many apps or structures increase distance studying policies and monitor pupil reading strategies. Set policies with parents and students in distance mastering. Layout formative questions, checks, or sports activities to closely display student learning. Determine the duration of the space mastering unit primarily based mostly on students' self-regulation talents. Maintain the time suitable to the pupil's degree of self-law and cognitive skills, especially for live streaming education. Even though there are popular rules concerning the length of teaching and analyzing hours, it would be higher if the studying is designed attractively with a duration that isn't always that long so that students do not become bored. Create a network or company and growth connections. Create a network of teachers, parents, and colleges to facilitate sharing of studies and discussions about overcoming various getting to know barriers to students or reading issues professional via college students.
Conclusion

The implementation of learning at some point of the Covid-19 pandemic as it's far currently being implemented to grade VI college students at Karya Bunda simple faculty contains out the studying procedure the use of three strategies, namely:

1. Accomplished door-to-door; which means that learning is finished by way of the trainer visiting each student's house to perform teaching and gaining knowledge of sports, but in this situation, the instructor divides one class into 3 take a look at organizations where every examine institution is divided into seven students. Then the teacher visits the house which is used as an area to observe using the observed group.

2. Students come immediately to school to take questions: In taking questions every week there is a distinction between low and high class. In excessive elegance, the questions are taken directly using the scholars, at the same time as in the lower class the parents are represented through paying attention to health protocols.

3. Students attend school with exchange schedules at some point of deadly disease; tips for the implementation of training in the new ordinary generation need to still take note of health protocols.
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